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Abstract

We obtain an exchange algebra for the Chiral Potts model, the elements of which are
linear in the parameters defining the rapidity curve. This enables us to connect the Chiral
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I. Introduction
The Chiral Potts model is an intriging ID lattice statistical model which generalizes the

Ising and Fattccv-Zamolodchikov models. Sec e.g. Ref.[l] for an introduction to the model.
The Boltzmann weights satisfy the star-triangle relation (or Yang-Baxter equation). One of
the particularity of the model resides in the fact that contrary to the usual case the spectral
parameters, or the rapidities, live on a non-trivial algebraic curve. In particular translation

invariance in the spectral parameter is broken.
In this note we describe algebraic structures related to the Chiral Potts model. On one

hand inspired by the remarks made by Bazhanov and Stroganov'2! on the connection between
the Chiral Potts model and the G-vcrtex model, we construct an exchange algebra for the
Chiral Potts model. Li a remarkable way the objects belonging to the algebra turn out to
be linear in the parameters denning the rapidity cvirve. Moreover commutation relations of

these objects are described by the 6-vertex R—matrix. On the other hand, inspired by recent
works made by Zamolodchikov on the perturbation of conformai field theories' ', we look
at ZJ;\'-related operators commuting with the transfert matrices. The construction of these

operators is also inspired by a RSOS - like differential calculus on quantum groups. In a
not-less remarkable way, these operators turn out to be generators of a ZZ/v - generalization of
the supcrsymmetric algebra. Moreover, despite the different motivations underlying the two

constructions (the G-vertex-like and Z2.\r —susy one), the latters are equivalent.
One of the obvious consequence of the following is the relation between the Fatteev-

Zamolodchikov model and the quantum algebra Uq(GL(2)} with q a root of unity. But,

contrary to the RSOS minimal models it is the cyclic representations of Uq(GL(1)), (qN = 1)
which play a role.

The paper is organized as follows: below we fix the notations and give the Boltzmann
weights of the Chiral Potts model. In section 2, we present the 6-vertex like exchange algebra
whereas the section 3 deals with ffiyv-exotic supersymmetry.

The Chiral Potts model'1'5'8^ can be formulated as an IRF model on a square lattice
(rotated by 45°). The spins o located on the vertices of the lattice either take their values in

2Z.v or are equal to a neutral clement which we denote by a star; a = k 6 ZZyv or a = *. The
admissible configurations for adjacent spins are (* k) or (k *). Each link of the
lattice carries a rapidity. The rapidity lines are orthogonal to the edges of the lattice. The

rapidities p leave on an algebraic curve which can be parametrized as follows :

P = (ap\bp;cp;dp)



where k2 + k'* = 1.

The JV = 2 case is the Isiug case. There are two families of Boltzinann weights

M( »-"'•) = *
\ f> \

and m

*

Their expression arc

TT

U-
J i

=

with u> = exp(z'27T/JV). The conditions (1.1) on the rapidities ensure the periodicity of the

Boltzmann weights.

WM(n + N) = Wpq(n) ; Wpq(n + N) = Wpq(n) (1.3)

They satisfy the recursion relations

Wpq(n ) = Wpq(n] (dpbq -

Wpq(n + 1) (cpbq = Wpq(n)(apdq - dpaqujn

Remarkably the Boltzmann weigths of the Chiral Potts model satisfy the star-triangle (or

Yang-Baxter) equation

N

(n-()Wpq(C-k)

• m)Wpr(m - k)Wgr(n - k) (1.5)

for some function n,,,,r.



There arc various automorphisms which preserve the relations (1.1). We will be interested

in two of them, called 7? and 5 :

R(a\li\c;d) = (b;wa;d;c) (l.Ga)

5(a;6;c; d) = ( u r ' q r i j a j u r 1 2 ^ ) (l.Cb)

They satisfy 7?2A' = S2 = (RS)'2 - 1.

The Boltzmann weigths behave nicely with respect to these automorphisms. First they

are crossing symmetric

">(,)(") = "W") : WpR(q}(n) = Wqp(N - n) (1.7)

Secondly they satisfy the following inversion relation :

W S ( p ) S ( q } ( n ) = IF,p(7i) ; WS(p)S(q) = Wqp(N - n) (1.8)

II. Exchange algebra

A convenient way to obtain solutions of the Yang-Baxter equation is to solve an equation'0'

(Lp®Lq)Rpq = Rpq(Lq®Lp) (2.1)

where Lp,Lg are matrices, the elements Lap of which obey quadratic relations determined by

(2.1). We shall here define analogous of L operators with ® replaced by another operation.

We define X and Y by

A» = n + i

Y\n) =wn |n) (2.2)

w = e27ri'/'v, 7i 6 7LN/2 obeying the relation YX = u

To the Boltzmann weights Wpq(n) we associate the operator

We define an operation * by

Y*x* * Y13X( = 6p,tY
ls+9Xp (2.4 )
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IF),,, is then completely determined by the exchange relation:

with

A graphical representation of L+,L- where * acquires a natural interpretation is

_ n —

(L-)nn' = " 1 n" (2.6)

A second exchange relation with Y~l replaced by 1' is:

(£ , ,_» L'9i+) &„ = &„(£,,,-*%,+ )

I_ = '

(2.7)
= aYX - cX l

We observe that (2.5). (2.7) can be put in the more general form:

( L f , a * L'^} Wpq = Wpq (Lq,a * L'ptft) (2.8)

because no new relation occurs when a = /?. The graphical form of (2.8) is:
Etf

id

(2.9)

'P
To obtain the exchange relation determining the weights Wpq(n) we consider the operator

arid Y-2 act ;n two different spaces. The coefficients Wpq(n) are determined by the relation:

'!),.„ 0 !,.„) Wn = Wpq E (I'?iQ ® LP,Q) (2.11 )
Q=± 0=±



or graphically

I a
a

i w = i w
a

i a

It gives

lVM(m)=

(2.12)

(2.13)

A plausibility argument for the Yang-Baxter equation (1.5) is now:

(L'fi0 G Lq,a * L'rtft) Wqr (Xt)Wpr

= £ fr,r ( .Y2 ) ir,,,. (r, 17' )

Wn (X2)

(2.14)

The same relation being satisfied with \ \ f ( X 2 ) M 7 ( Y i Y 2 ~ l ) W ( X z ) replaced by W (Y^1

H'"(A"a) IT (V'llV" ) • Let us put L.L' into a matrix form:

L =

L1 =

-cX~l

bY A'"1

-cA'"1

ol'A"

dX

(2.15)

Now (2.S, 2.11) read

(2.1G)

where . means that the ordinary matrix product is taken. We now define a T matrix by

1 2 3 7i
(2.17)

The connection with a six vertex model is made clear if we consider the matrix

Pfl I 1>
LQ3 = I LiL'

n.i

_ ( (IpflqX + Cpl u;-1/2 (apdqX - cpbqX~l)
dpdqX - (2.18)



m
la analogy with a six vertex model we find two decompositions of L into triangular matrices

pq
L =

with

1 + = 0 a,FAr dqX

I_ = (7^1 ° ) * f-C-Y"W-A ^A;

^ =(~ f t f fl"f/,,A'
* _ / o «?,r-'A\ f-c?A->L- - V/^yA'-1 dvx ) \ aqyx

each L, L is written L * L' and it is easy to check that L+, L'+; L..L'_;... obey the exchange

realtions (2.1C) on their own. The operators (T+)j2, (T_)2i, (T+)i2, (T_)2i obtained from
(2.17) with L+; L'+,... arc the analogous of Jimbo's e, /, ê, / t ' l . Their commutation relations

derive from the six vertex exchange relation :

pq pq pq pq
R(\i/X2) L ( A , ) © j

with
a

D l

a = ̂  - ̂ ' , 7 = A (u,1/2 - u,-1

AI+ + A-1£_ (2.20)

We shall not write them explicitly here because i.acy will be studied more extensively in the

next section.



III. Exotic super-symmetry

In the previous section \ve defined an exchange algebra for the Chiral Potts model which
was related to the G-vertex model. We will now explain another way to find the same operators.

This new approach generalizes a. construction recently used by Zamolodchikov in his study of

the perturbations of the. tricritical Ising and identical Potts conformai field theories. In this

framework the operators we define generate an algebra which is a 2Z,v generalization of the

usual supersymmetric algebra.

This section is divided in three parts. In the first one we characterize the operators we are

looking at, and we explain how the commutation relations reduce to the 5Z/v invariance and to

the recursion relations satisfied by the Boltzmann weights. In the second part we describe the

commutation relations between these operators and their relations with the 6-vertex model.

Finally we take the Fatteev-Zamolodchikov limit (self dual genus zero case) in which a field

theoretical interpretation is possible and we exhibit how the operators act as generators of an

exotic supersymmetry

We use from the beginning the field theoretical (F.T.) language (even if in the genus > 1

cases a F.T. interpretation is not justified) in order to eascly make contact with F.T. in the

genus zero limiting case.

u) The conserved chargea

The space of states on which the operators act arc made of chains of spins. The spin a is

either an element of ZZ.y or a neutral element which we denote by a star; a = k or *. k 6 7L\

(two 2Z,v-spins or two stars cannot be adjacent). Moreover each link between two adjacent

spins carries a rapidity p which is a point on the rapidity surface (1.1) defined above. In QFT

the link between two adjacent spins a and 3 is interpreted as a kink with rapidity p. We

denote them by KQi)(p).

The Boltzmann weights, W p q ( n ) and Wpq(n), define a factorizable 5—matrix acting on

the kinks. On 2-kink states the action of S is

< KH,(p)K.m(q) | S =< Kn*(q)K*m(p) | Wpq(n - ro) (3.1a)

S = W(n - m )

The action of 5 propagates on N-link states, (A'Qo0((pi )/v'o1Q2(p2)-"A'O Ar_1o^(p,v) |, like a

factorizable S— matrix.

A graphical representation of S is

S



(3.2)

By construction the S—matrix is 2Zjv-invariant. This 2Zjv invariance can be written as a

Yang-Baxter (Y.B.) equation. To the generator a of TL^\ cr(*) = *, <r(fc) = k + 1, we associate

an operator E which acts on the kinks by translation of the spins. Namely

- = 8(p) (3.3a)

(3.3b)

where 9 is an arbitrary function.

Graphically, E can be represented by a square-box

a

P

P

a (a)
(3.4)

The "comultiplication'" defining the action on N-link states consists in the juxtaposition of the

boxes. The TL^ invariance of the S-matrix is then equivalent to the following Y.B. equation

(3.5)



The operators, denoted by Q, we are looking at should commute with the 5—matrix. In

the QFT framework they become on-shcll conserved charges. Morevcr we want them to be
associated to the 2Z AT-invariance of the S—matrix. As a starting point we demand that the

operators act on the 1-link states as follows :

Q =

for some functions A2(j>) . Graphically

(3.0)

a (a)

P

P
= Ap'lp»

0M

P

P

(3.7)

By analogy with the differential calculus on a quantum group we define the action of Q

on N-link states by adding boxes on the top of the triangles. Explicitly

(Kaai (PI )...Kaie_ , Q .v (PN ) Q
N /*-!

ft=l j=l

Graphically Q is represented by

Q Pi Pi

P2

(3.8)

(3.9)

The function 0(p) and A^(

the S— matrix.

have to be determined by requiring that Q commutes with
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The Y.B. equation (3.5) (or the TL^ invariance of the S—matrix) ensures that Q action

on N-kink states will commute with S provided that Q acting on 2-kink states docs. The
latter statement is equivalent to the following recursion equations for the Boltzmanri weights

W,lfl(k - C) =

(Aï(p) - A?(?)) WM(k -() = WM(k -f

-e (A*(p) (3.10)

(3-11)

Solutions to these equations exist because of the recursion relations (1.4) defining the

Boltzmann weights of the Chiral Potts models. One of the solution is given by

= Vk"

(3-12a)

(3-12b)

(3.12c)

Let us denote by Q+ the operator defined by the above boxes and triangles.

The other solutions to the commuting equations can be generated from Q+ by using the

automorphisms of the rapidity surface. The automorphisms 72 and S act on the N-kink states

by acting simultaneously on all the kink rapidities. Also let us denote by C the conjugation

charge which flips all the spins : C(k) = N — fr, C(*) — *. Using these notations, from Q+ we

define the operators Q- and Q+ and Q- by

(3.13a)

(3.13b)

(3.13c)

We will not generate new conserved charges by conjugating again by the automorphisms. The

operators we produce in that way arc gauge equivalent to these ones. Using Eqs. (1.7) and

(1.8), it is an easy check to verify that Q± and Q± commute with the 5— matrix. Moreover
they all have a structure analogous to Q+ with their associated boxes and triangles.

The notation has been introduced for the following reasons : i) the lower indice (±) counts

the amount by which the spins of the kinks arc translated under the action of the Q's (the Q'+?

fire associated to the generator a and the Q'_s to a"1 ); ii) the presence or the absence of a bar

11



on the top of the Q'a arises from the Q.F.T. interpretation. In this framework the Qe (or the
Q() will be interpreted as the left (or the right) generators of a generalized supersymmetry.

b) Commutation n-liitions and relationship with the 0-vertex model.

One of the crucial properties of the Q's is their local character i.e. the boxes and the

triangles only depends on the kink rapidity on which they act. By explicit computation it is

easy to see that the following ^'-commutators

{«reserve this property. In other words all the cross-terms cancel in these *j —commutators

Mich that the T't,.> are also local operators. The operators T f < < admit a description in term.-

of boxes and triangles whose expressions follow from those associated to the operators Q. Bur

instead of writ t ing cumbersome expressions let us concentrate on chains with an even number

of kinks. It is on such even-chains tha t the connection with the C-vcrtcx construction can be

made. There sire two kinds of even chain : either the chain begins with a star, or it begins

with a 2Z.Y—spin. \Ve call the first ones the star-chains and the second ones the spin-chains.

and the commutators (3.14)

(3.15)

The spins-chains are of the form ( Yl}= i ^k, *(P} )A'«A-, + ! (
act diagonally on such chains. More precisely, up to overall constants, we have

.v -1
T±± = 0

r.v-i

J] /uV .«/ ' ;)A\AV + J(pj !".,- = --±a*' -

• ,with

Xore the almost ropological nature of these commutators. In the field theoretical limit ( the

Fareev-Zainolodchikov case) all the f>(j)'e become equal to one and the commutators aquire

a true topologicul nature.

The star chains are of the form ( flj^i *j (Pj'-P'j) wnere we nave defined k(p:q) =
fHese chains the actions of the T'f,s are (up to overall constants)

(3.1C.
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N

T±±= (
\j=i

The spins fc(p; q) are the spin-variables of the 6-vertex like conLtruction described in
the first section. Acting on star-chains the Q-operators are not new operators : they ctin

be expressed in terms of the elements of the transfert matrices defined in section 1. More
precisely we have (\ip to overall constants)

; Q- = 47'

; Q- = L12

Thus in the case of star chains the commutation relations (3.16) turn out to be nothing
but the commutation relations of U,l(GL(2)).

We find quite surprising that the two constructions (sect. 2 and 3) reveal themselves
to be equivalent because one was found by looking at a 6-vertex like exchange algebra and
the other one by looking at operators which are RSOS-analogue of differential operators on

quantum groups. Both constructions have their own advantages : the first one reveals the
relation with the 6-vertex models whereas the second one reveals the connection with exotic

bupersymmetry and can be defined on any chains (not only on even chains).

c) The field theoretical limit
The limit we are interested in the self-dual genus zero limit in which the Chiral Potts

model reduces to the Fatcev-Zamolodchikov 7L/v-invariant model. In this case the Boltzmann
weights can be interpreted as matrix elements of the factorizable 5—matrix of a relativistic

(1 + 1) quantum field theory. In this limit

j / 1 j | I /2 „ / o i o \A = 1 , c = a , o = uj ' a ^o.loj

on the Boltzmann weights reduce to

. wy^=w»/>iW2«z^) (3.19!
,— -'

where apq = ap/«,.
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Contact with field theory is made by writting « •= exp (•$•) with 8 the rapidity of the kink
A"n#(0) (i.e. : the left and the right momenta of the kink Kap(0} are respective p = m exp(#)
and p = m exp(— 9}. The relations (1.7) then express the crossing- symmetry properties of the

S— matrix.

lu tl.is limiting case, the conserved charges Q± and Q± act as follows

N

Q± =53me f l >/ w ASj- l (±)(A' f f ±>(ao)^ l (a i ) (^)-
1=1

(3.20)

with A*.(±) = w** and A*(±) = -u?**-'/2.

In the Ar = 2 and N = 3 these operators arc equivalent to those recently introduced by

Zamolodchikov in his study of the perturbation of the tricritical Ising and identical Potts

conformai field theories.

The commutation relation are as above

Q&<'-u"'Qt>Qt=Ttt, (3.21)
But now Tcf> has a topological nature because in the Fatteev-Zamolodchikov tj(j) = p(j) — 1.

Moreover cyclicity property of 2L\r implies that

Q% = P , Ql = f> (3.22)

where P and JP are the left and right momentum operators.

Equations (3.21) and (3.22) show that Q± and Q± generate a ZZ/v generalization of the

supcrsymmetric algebra.

It is a challenge to find an action for which the operators Q and T are the conserved and

topological charges. Certainly the solution of this problem has to be found in the differential

geometry on quantum spaces generated by objects satisfying u— statistics.
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